
Bedrooms: 3
Bathrooms: 2
Build size: m2
Plot size: m2

Price: €2,300,000

Property Details
For Sale 3 Bedroom Apartment in Limassol - Cyprus, Limassol, Limassol

This 37 story of exceptional seafront living, offering exclusivity and rarity. The iconic architecture gives the Limassol skyline a striking new definition that
is recognised from anywhere in the city. This pinnacle of high rise luxury living, offering to its international residents an elegant luxury lifestyle with
privacy and discreet freedom. inside the walls of the development  the services and amenities provided are exclusivity for its residents creating a haven
of peace and privacy. As you step into an apartment, you are immediately struck by the uplifting levels of light, the incredible sea views, the open,
generous space, and the refinement of detailing. Warm meets cool in the interior design palettes with marble, glass, stone, and stainless steel forming a
fresh feel, while woods and natural hues emit innate calm. This luxury three-bedroom home is situated on the 5th residential floor. Quality is evident
throughout the home from the italian-designed kitchen with Miele appliances to the feature walls of wood and stone. The bedrooms radiate warmth
throughout with the parquet flooring, underfloor heating, and hidden VRV system. The apartment is also a smart home where lighting, curtains, and
even music can be controlled from a centralised touch screen. Facilities – Gym – large pool with pool bar – Sauna & steam – ViP lounge – Reception – 24-
hour concierge. THE TALLEST SEAFRONT RESiDENTiAL TOWER iN EUROPE! It occupies an unrivalled prime seafront location in the city of Limassol. The
sea and beach lie on its doorstep, while its city aspect fronts the lively business quarter, this unique locality give a high value address unmatched in the
city.

Type: Apartment
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Air conditioning system
Parking
Private pool
Sea views
Balcony/terrace

Services
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